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GROUP WORK 

This week after our meeting with the assistant, we studied on the proposal report and decided 

to make our regular project team meetings on Mondays at 15.40. 

On Monday, at the meeting we shared the literature survey. While doing the proposal report, 

we have come across four different products. Each of us examined of one these. Also, we 

have talked with Veysi İşler about our project. He advised us to use Render ware. Moreover, 

we have learned that he was a part of Trafikent project that we decided to talk about this 

project with him later. In our meeting, we also talked about going to BÖTE for advice. We 

postponed going there next week. 

 

Aysun BAŞÇETİNÇELİK: 

After the meeting I examined Trafikent Simulator made by the Meteksan Group. I wrote that 

part in the literature survey. I also looked for other simulator products. They were just like the 

ones we have found before. 

 

Cemal Acar ERKEK: 

I examined 3D Driving School simulator by installing the demo version of the program. 

 

Çağıl ÖZTÜRK: 

This week after we submit our proposal report I continued on searching on the internet 

whether there exists a different software on driving simulation or not. I found a new site, 

dijipark simmobil site from Turkey: 

http://www.dijipark.com/tr/simmobil/kullanimalanlari.aspx. I went into the site and described 

it in our literature survey. I also described Driving Test Success site there 

http://www.dijipark.com/tr/simmobil/kullanimalanlari.aspx


 

Mennan GÜDER: 

This week, first of all, I looked for the current similar systems. As a result of this current 

system research I gained an intuition about what can be done. 

Secondly, I research about why such a product is needed. Such a system is needed because 

becoming a good driver depends a lot on how much you experience. Today people try to get 

experienced on the roads. Driving without any experience result in the accidents, by means of 

which so many people died. 

I decided that government must supply such a project because by that way so many people 

can get rid of the inexperienced drivers (experienced killers). There are countries that supplied 

such project. For example Victorian citizens can free software, which gives them the chance 

to experience driving. 


